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Abstract

The North Anatolian Fault (NAF) has a history of large quasi-periodic large earthquake clusters. This study investigates the

phenomenon with a model consisting of three strong velocity-weakening (VW) asperities separated by velocity-strengthening

VS barriers in a 2.5D model governed by rate-and-state friction. The results show that the after-slips at the VS barrier control

the stress interaction and synchronization; hence, the barrier strength and size are the most important parameters. The static

stress transfer can lead to immature ruptures that arrest within the VW asperity, adding complexity to failure times. The

asperity size appears insignificant, challenging previous theories linking barrier efficiency to the asperity-barrier size ratios.

Such discrepancy suggests that slip type, e.g., slip-pulse or crack-growth, influences the long-term failure time distribution.

Even though the state evolution (aging and slip laws) for frictional strength within the RSF framework differ significantly in

co-seismic ruptures, they resemble each other for after-slip propagation, highlighting the importance of after-slip propagation

and adding robustness to our conclusions. The results from various simulation scenarios suggest that the after-slip extents and

duration with the peak slip rates and rupture speeds are the indicators for the synchronization and the predictability of large

earthquakes. Despite the simplicity of the governed model, the results can mimic the synchrony of large earthquakes along

the NAF, which are disrupted by aseismic creep and complex fault geometries such as releasing bend (e.g., Cinarcik segment),

step-overs (e.g., Niksar) and slip partitioning (Duzce-Bolu segments) acting as barriers.
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Key Points:7

• Afterslip propagation in barriers controls fault synchronization and predictabil-8

ity of large earthquakes.9

• Asperity size is less significant, contradicting previous studies, implying that rup-10

ture styles influence long-term stress interaction.11

• Static stress changes can lead to immature small ruptures, complex slip deficits,12

and failure times.13

• Simulations can mimic the migrating earthquakes along NAF and suggest the Cinar-14

cik segment as a possible barrier, disrupting the synchrony.15
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Abstract16

The North Anatolian Fault (NAF) has a history of large quasi-static large earthquake17

clusters. This study investigates the phenomenon with a model consisting of three strong18

velocity-weakening (VW) asperities separated by velocity-strengthening VS barriers in19

a 2.5D model governed by rate-and-state friction. The results show that the after-slips20

at the VS barrier control the stress interaction and synchronization; hence, the barrier21

strength and size are the most important parameters. The static stress transfer can lead22

to immature ruptures that arrest within the VW asperity, adding complexity to failure23

times. The asperity size appears insignificant, challenging previous theories linking bar-24

rier efficiency to the asperity-barrier size ratios. Such discrepancy suggests that slip type,25

e.g., slip-pulse or crack-growth, influences the long-term failure time distribution. Even26

though the state evolution (aging and slip laws) for frictional strength within the RSF27

framework differ significantly in co-seismic ruptures, they resemble each other for after-28

slip propagation, highlighting the importance of after-slip propagation and adding ro-29

bustness to our conclusions. The results from various simulation scenarios suggest that30

the after-slip extents and duration with the peak slip rates and rupture speeds are the31

indicators for the synchronization and the predictability of large earthquakes. Despite32

the simplicity of the governed model, the results can mimic the synchrony of large earth-33

quakes along the NAF, which are disrupted by aseismic creep and complex fault geome-34

tries such as releasing bend (e.g., Cinarcik segment), step-overs (e.g., Niksar) and slip35

partitioning (Duzce-Bolu segments) acting as barriers.36

Plain Language Summary37

North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAF) shows quasi-periodic failures of large strike-38

slip earthquakes that resemble a super-cycle pattern within which the characteristic earth-39

quakes fail sequentially in a close interval. However, the super-cycle pattern and quasi-40

periodic failures mostly relate to the mega-thrust fault zones. More interestingly, a west41

migrating pattern appeared clearer in the seventieth century, elevating the hope of large42

earthquake predictability. This study investigated the earthquake synchronization and43

triggering phenomena on a 2.5D continuum model with three strong vertical asperities44

separated by barriers. The fault interface obeys rate and state friction. Simulation re-45

sults imply how the barrier structure and after-slip propagation control the synchroniza-46

tion process, mimicking NAF observations. The results also reasonably imply the pos-47

sible extent of future earthquakes expected to fail at the observed slip deficit along the48

NAF.49

1 Introduction50

The North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAF) has a historical record of large earthquake51

clusters that characteristic quasi-periodic earthquakes fail sequentially within close time52

intervals (Şengör et al., 2005). The following earthquake generally nucleates close to where53

the former stops in the cluster, where those points correspond to the step-overs along54

the NAF shown in Figure 1 (Pondard et al., 2007). The observations suggest those step-55

over areas have remarkable stress and strength heterogeneity can be attributed to ”velocity-56

strengthening” barriers at the cluster edges, preventing ruptures from spreading from57

one segment to another or mitigating the transfer of stress (Kaneko et al., 2010; Lam-58

bert & Lapusta, 2021; Yıkılmaz et al., 2015; Cakir et al., 2014; Liu & Wang, 2023; Kondo59

et al., 2010; Kaya et al., 2009). In the recent situation, all segments of NAF from east60

to west have ruptured, except the locked segment(s) beneath the Marmara Sea, still build-61

ing up strain for a large earthquake (Lange et al., 2019). This raises the question of what62

conditions synchronization happens and the large earthquakes become more predictable.63

Studies of rock friction have established that a fault segment can undergo stick-64

slip motion if it is velocity weakening (VW) or tends to creep if it is velocity strength-65

–2–
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Figure 1. Map showing the historical earthquakes along North Anatolian Fault zone (a-d)

and synchronized clusters, and its approximate recent situation (e). The historical earthquake

catalog is compiled from studies (Şengör et al., 2005; Bulut & Doğru, 2021; Pondard et al., 2007;

Fraser et al., 2009; Parsons, 2004)
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ening (VS) (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983). The type of motion is determined by the crit-66

ical elastic stiffness relation within the framework of rate and state friction (RSF) in equa-67

tion 1 (Ruina, 1983). If the stiffness is lower than the critical value k < kcr, correspond-68

ing to the RSF parameter is 0 < a−b, and the VW size is larger than a critical length69

(Ampuero & Rubin, 2008; Dieterich, 1992), the fault patch can nucleate earthquakes.70

The terms VW and VS patches refer to asperities and barriers, respectively.71

kcr = σn(b− a)/dc (1)72

Numerical simulations assuming that the frictional stress on the fault is RSF have73

revealed various aspects of earthquakes and fault synchronization, including the asperity-74

barrier sizes, frictional properties, and relative distances between patches (Kato, 2004;75

Kaneko et al., 2010; Dublanchet et al., 2013; Cattania, 2019). The successive failure time76

delay between two VW patches embedded in VS medium increases as their separation77

distance increases (Kato, 2004). Simulation suggested that the VS barrier’s effectiveness78

is related to the ratio between VW and VS sizes and the frictional properties of VS that79

control the probability of joint generation of a large earthquake (Kaneko et al., 2010).80

Also, the density of VW patches in a medium with the frictional properties of VS regions81

forms a threshold that determines the simultaneous failures of asperities and destabi-82

lization of the creeping region (Dublanchet et al., 2013). Moreover, the analog models83

investigated the synchronization patterns of mega-thrust earthquakes in nature, finding84

that the ratio of the barrier and asperity patches (Db/Da) determines the barrier’s ef-85

fectiveness (Corbi et al., 2017; Rosenau et al., 2019). Unlike the numerical simulations86

with RSF, Scholz (2010) argued that the synchrony of parallel faults necessitates sim-87

ilar intrinsic velocities to sustain a phase locking and classified the abutting fault syn-88

chronization into another category, likewise the pattern in NAF. However, Wei and Shi89

(2021) argued the role of the static stress transfer on fault synchronization by stating90

that static stress transfer leads to synchronization, unlike Scholz (2010). They also con-91

cluded that the barrier’s width is more sensitive to synchronization than its frictional92

strength.93

Our previous studies investigated the aftershock occurrence after the 30.10.202094

Samos Mw7.0 earthquake (Sopaci & Özacar, 2021) and the triggering potential of a mod-95

erate earthquake on the locked segments of the NAF, remaining from a large earthquake96

(Sopacı & Özacar, 2023) using spring slider system. Here, we explore the issue of long-97

term spontaneous segment failures using a numerical model designed to be analogous98

to the North Anatolian Fault (NAF). Our numerical setup includes three strong, ver-99

tically oriented VW asperities separated by VS barriers. We use the numerical method100

described by (Lapusta et al., 2000) with the spectral FFT code (Sopaci, 2022). Numer-101

ous simulations mimicked synchronized, complex, or independent classes of fault zones.102

Most simulations are generated by the quasi-dynamic (QD) method, simplifying the in-103

ertial effects via radiation damping to reduce numerical costs. Some QD results are com-104

pared with the full inertial effects on identical setups to avoid numerical artifacts (Thomas105

et al., 2014; Lambert & Lapusta, 2021). Similarly, identical setups run using aging and106

slip state evolution laws to account for the distinct frictional strength evolution on the107

interface (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983).108

This study first checks if numerical simulations can generate large earthquake syn-109

chronization analogous to NAF. Since the recurrence intervals of characteristic earth-110

quakes are generally long, there are a few well-documented ruptures with modern instru-111

mentation. Therefore, this study intended to assist in understanding the synchrony of112

large earthquakes and earthquake-triggering mechanisms. The natural indicator of syn-113

chronized fault zones is investigated by generating synthetic earthquake catalogs with114

a controlled setup. The study also intends to examine the progressive synchrony behav-115
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ior of NAF and its recent stress situation, where a large earthquake is expected (Şengör116

et al., 2005).117

2 Simulation Set-up118

Figure 2. Simulation set-up: a) Initial values, b) a schematic representation of the fault in 2D

medium.

We assumed three large asperities embedded in a 2D medium, where simulations119

correspond only to the red dashed line in Figure 2, and the width information is added120

with (Luo & Ampuero, 2018). The shear stress on the interface τ is assumed to be rate121

and state friction computed by:122

τ = σnµ = σn

[
µ0 + aln

(
v

v0

)
+ bln

(
v0θ

dc

)]
(2)123

where σn denotes the effective normal stress, µ and µ0 are the friction and refer-124

ence friction at the reference velocity v0. The second and third terms on the right-hand125

side (2) contribute as velocity v (dynamic) and state θ (static) dependence of friction,126

where dc is the critical slip distance. a and b are constitutive parameters for direct ve-127

locity and state evolution. Two empirical state evolution formulas for θ to complete equa-128

tion 2, namely aging and slip laws, are given by (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983).129

θ̇ = 1− vθ

dc
(3)130

131

θ̇ = −vθ

dc
ln

(
vθ

dc

)
(4)132
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The elastic stress is defined by:133

τ(x, t) = τ0(x) + f(x, t)− G

2cs
(v(x, t)) (5)134

where τ0 is the loading stress, assuming no displacement discontinuity on the fault135

plane (Lapusta et al., 2000). The last term in equation 5, G/2cs(v(x, t)) is the radiation136

damping to sustain a solution during rupture, where G and cs are shear moduli, and speed137

(Rice, 1993). The second term is the stress transfer functional f(x, t) due to the slip dis-138

continuity, for which we applied the spectral FFT method Perrin et al. (1995); Lapusta139

et al. (2000):140

δ(x, t)− vPLt =

Nele/2∑
n=−Nele/2

Dn(t)e
iknx

141

f(x, t) =

Nele/2∑
n=−Nele/2

Fn(t)e
iknx (6)142

kn =
2πn

λ
+

2π

W
143

where kn is the spatial frequencies along the periodic domain λ and W is the width144

of the fault (depth) and Nele is the number of elements over space domain. Dn and Fn145

are the complex Fourier coefficients of slip δ(x, t)−vPLt and stress transfer functional146

f(x, t), where vPL is mean driving plate velocity. The Fourier coefficients of the stress147

transfer function are computed by:148

Fn(t) = −G|kn|
2

Dn(t) +

∫ TW

0

W (|kn|cst′)Ḋn(t− t′) dt′ (7)149

The first term is the so-called ”static” term that contributes most during the slow150

phase. The second term contributes as the dynamic term, computed with truncated con-151

volution integral within a window (ti, ti−Tw) over coefficients history of (dDn(t)/dt)152

(Lapusta et al., 2000). In this study, we conducted most analyses by ignoring the sec-153

ond ”dynamic” term for computational efficiency corresponding to QD approximation.154

We solved the equation of motion explicitly using Adams’ multi-step predictor-corrector155

method by setting equations 2 and 5 equal and using a state evolution formula 3 or 4156

(Hairer et al., 1993). We searched for synchronization patterns using the following sim-157

ulation parameters.158

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Params min max default

aasp 0.005 0.015 0.01
abar − b 0.000 0.005 0.005
dc[mm] 8 24 8
Lasp[km] 30 100 50
Lbar[km] 5 20 15

vPL=0.02m/yr, G=30GPa, cs=3km/s, µ0=0.6
W=50km, σn=100MPa, aasp − b=-0.01

–6–
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As mentioned, the simulation outcomes obeying RSF depend drastically on the spa-159

tial resolution or length scales. We set the minimum number of cells per the cohesive zone160

to Λ0/dx ≥ 9 for aasp ≥ 0.01 and Λ0/dx ≥ 12 for aasp < 0.01, where aasp and dx de-161

note minimum direct velocity effect parameter at the asperity and cell size. The cohe-162

sive zone is computed by:163

Λ0 = C1
Gdc
bσn

(8)164

where C1 is a constant around 1 (Erickson et al., 2020). The setting resolution accord-165

ing to equation 8 makes h∗/dx ⪆ 20 according to Lapusta et al. (2000), which is nec-166

essary to prevent cells from becoming unstable and failing independently where critical167

cell size h∗ is computed by.168

h∗ =
π

4

Gdc
(b− a)σn

(9)169

3 Simulation Results170

3.1 Classification of Results171

We performed sensitivity analyses on parameters listed in Table 1 using initial con-172

ditions shown in Figure 2.173

The fault zone is considered synchronized if all asperities fail sequentially within174

a close time. We first identify the failure times of full ruptures (a slip event covers the175

whole VW asperity). Then, we calculate the failure time difference between neighbor as-176

perities during full ruptures and normalize them using the mean recurrence time for com-177

parison. The status is set to synchronize if the normalized failure time differences con-178

verge to the value less than 10% percent of the mean recurrence time. For larger values,179

it is ”independent,” and the status is ”complex” if failure time differences diverge.180

The failure time differences of the synchronized fault zones are fitted to an expo-181

nential model β0exp(β1x) as a function of its cycle count using the Gauss-Markov model182

with a constraint by forcing the model passes through the tangent line corresponding to183

the failure time difference between the successive events becomes stably short enough184

(it is converged to a value) (Koch, 1999). The fitting procedure allows a unique compar-185

ison by obtaining the synchronization rate and stability of the convergence. The fitted186

β1 parameter represents the convergence rate (Schatzman & Schatzman, 2002). Let us187

now present examples of converged, complex, and independent cases.188

–7–
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Figure 3. A synchronization example using slip law and default parameters in Table 1. a) slip

profile: slip velocities are plotted in the logarithmic scale defined in the color bar on the right

side. The dynamic rupture is plotted in two-second intervals, and post- or pre-seismic events are

plotted with scatter plot until they reach a critical value vc = 10−8m/s. The inter-seismic times

are plotted with black dashed lines every 20-year interval. b) time series of the middle of each as-

perity. The colors are given in the legend. c) Synchronization status of adjacent segments. Solid

thin lines and scatters without face color denote constraint fit to normalized adjacent segment’s

failure time differences. The filled color scatters and bold dashed lines denote the deviations from

the constraint fit.

–8–
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Figure 4. A synchronization example using aging law with default parameters in Table 1. a)

slip profile: slip velocities are plotted in the logarithmic scale defined in the color bar on the right

side. The dynamic rupture is plotted in two-second intervals, and post- or pre-seismic events are

plotted with scatter plot until they reach a critical value vc = 10−8m/s. The inter-seismic times

are plotted with black dashed lines every 20-year interval. b) time series of the middle of each as-

perity. The colors are given in the legend. c) Synchronization status of adjacent segments. Solid

thin lines and scatters without face color denote constraint fit to normalized adjacent segment’s

failure time differences. The filled color scatters and bold dashed lines denote the deviations from

the constraint fit.
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Figure 5. A complex example using aging law with default parameters in Table 1, except the

barrier length decreased to 10km. a) slip profile: slip velocities are plotted in the logarithmic

scale defined in the color bar on the right side. The dynamic rupture is plotted in two-second

intervals, and post- or pre-seismic events are plotted with scatter plot until they reach a critical

value vc = 10−8m/s. The inter-seismic times are plotted with black dashed lines every 20-year

interval. b) time series of the middle of each asperity. The colors are given in the legend. c) Syn-

chronization status of adjacent segments. Solid thin lines and scatters without face color denote

constraint fit to normalized adjacent segment’s failure time differences. The filled color scatters

and bold dashed lines denote the deviations from the constraint fit.
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Figure 6. An independent status example using slip law with default parameters in Table 1,

except the barrier length increased to 20 km and abar − b = 0.003. a) slip profile: slip velocities

are plotted in the logarithmic scale defined in the color bar on the right side. The dynamic rup-

ture is plotted in two-second intervals, and post- or pre-seismic events are plotted with scatter

plot until they reach a critical value vc = 10−8m/s. The inter-seismic times are plotted with

black dashed lines every 20-year interval. b) time series of the middle of each asperity. The col-

ors are given in the legend. c) Synchronization status of adjacent segments. Solid thin lines and

scatters without face color denote constraint fit to normalized adjacent segment’s failure time dif-

ferences. The filled color scatters and bold dashed lines denote the deviations from the constraint

fit.
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Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate a gradual decrease in failure time differences between189

neighboring asperities, leading to synchronization. Both setups have the same param-190

eters, except different state laws govern the frictional interface. Although synchroniza-191

tion patterns are similar (as seen in Figures 3-b and c and 4-b and c), the dynamics of192

the state laws are vastly different. The wave speed of the slip law is twice as fast as the193

aging law (Figures 3-a and 4-a). The aging law sustains quasi-true stationary contact194

during slow loading with near-zero slip rates and twice the recurrence times and slip amounts195

per cycle compared to the slip law. The slip profiles (Figures 3-a and 4-a) also show that196

the slip extension and duration at the VS region is higher for the aging law. As we will197

see later, the aging law’s generated peak stress is almost twice the slip law with the same198

setup. Still, due to higher fracture energy, the aging law can generate smaller events at199

the asperity edges by arresting the rupture within the VW region; the slip law tends to200

slip fully, exhibiting a vast difference in synchronization and triggering.201

The studies previously stated that closer asperities and smaller barrier-asperity ra-202

tios mainly control synchronization processes (Kaneko et al., 2010; Corbi et al., 2017;203

Rosenau et al., 2019). However, the results in our simulations show otherwise that de-204

creasing the barrier size from 15 km (Figure 4) to 10 km (Figure 5) leads to desynchro-205

nization of the fault zone. More variable-sized events emerge for closer asperities due to206

the triggering by the neighbor asperity, leading to immature events. These immature slips207

can not propagate fully, are arrested within the asperity, and leave stress further het-208

erogeneity. On the other hand, weaker coupled asperities due to the longer barrier length209

and stronger velocity strengthening barriers sustain better synchronization. Still, too weakly-210

coupled asperities due to the barrier length (Figure 6) converge to a value higher than211

a threshold; they generate regular cycles but are classified as independent slip events.212

3.2 Sensitivity Analyses213

Figures 3 - 6 display how barrier length significantly changes the fault zone’s syn-214

chronization pattern. Wei and Shi (2021) pointed out in a model with two asperities that215

the barrier’s length is more important than its frictional properties. We examine the bar-216

rier’s impact on synchronization by visualizing the barrier length change (with colors)217

and VS behavior (abar−b) change in different subplots in Figure 7. The extremely short218

(5km) and weak barrier (abar−b < 0.003) synchronizes very fast, regardless of the state219

law they govern. The slip law generally exhibits more regular cycles, either synchronized220

or independent failures. Yet, if the barrier is extremely weak abar − b = 0.0, it may221

generate complex earthquake cycles, as shown in Figure 7. The simulation with the ag-222

ing law favors more partial ruptures; as a result, many simulations are classified as com-223

plex. On the other hand, it shows two distinct synchronization patterns depending on224

the barrier length and frictional strength. While the weak VS barrier (abar−b < 0.003)225

synchronizes very fast for short barrier lengths (blue color line in Figure 7), longer bar-226

riers require stronger VS abar − b > 0.003 so that neighbor events do not lead to trig-227

gered immature partial ruptures. For example, the 15 km barrier length with aging law228

(orange color at top subplots) can not synchronize unless the barrier is strong enough229

abar − b = 0.005 to inhibit the immature triggered rupture.230

Figure 8 examines the parameters related to asperity. Decreasing the direct veloc-231

ity effect parameter makes the asperity prone to triggering. For the aging law (Figure232

8 upper-left subplot), all simulations display complex failure times as aasp changes for233

the default barrier strength abar − b = 0.003. Inset Figure 8 (upper-left) for the aging234

law emphasizes how barriers’ frictional properties significantly change the results; increas-235

ing barriers strength abar−b = 0.005 leads to synchronization of asperities. A similar236

pattern also emerges for the slip law (Figure 8 lower-left), showing the barrier’s strength237

significantly affects the synchronization. While moderate barrier strength (abar − b =238

0.003) exhibits synchronization for higher direct velocity effect parameter aasp, higher239

barrier strength in the inset abar − b = 0.005 leads to synchronization for lower aasp.240
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In other words, the asperity that is more prone to triggering synchronizes better with241

the strong barrier and vice-versa.242

Subplots in the middle column of Figure 8 shows the effect of dc on synchroniza-243

tion. According to the results for dc = 8− 16mm, no direct influence on synchroniza-244

tion is visible. We also tested dc = 24mm, which can lead to bilateral rupture propa-245

gation due to increasing the nucleation zone (Dieterich, 1992; Ampuero & Rubin, 2008),246

but this does not change our conclusion on the synchronization. The asperity size is gen-247

erally large enough to mimic the NAF’s large strike-slip segments so that large earth-248

quakes can nucleate at the VS-VW edge and fully slip. On the other hand, the larger249

dc can change the post-slip slip pattern on the barrier, but it does not change our con-250

clusion.251

The change in the asperity size Lasp displays no significant influence on the syn-252

chronization pattern (right sub-figures 8). Our result on Lasp contradicts some studies253

relating the barrier efficiency to the asperity barrier length ratios (Kaneko et al., 2010;254

Corbi et al., 2017). One reason for such an exact opposite result is the rupture propa-255

gation type. Our model is specifically designed for the large strike-slip faults along NAF,256

with larger length-to-width ratio Lasp/W , so that slip generally nucleates at the one edge257

and slips over the domain with a self-healing pulse as observed from previous earthquakes258

(Konca et al., 2010). Therefore, we apply the 2.5D model (Luo & Ampuero, 2018), as-259

suming that the slip averaged over the width. This assumption changes the rupture pat-260

tern to a self-healing pulse so that the slip does not grow as a crack-like pattern, lead-261

ing to the maximum slip amount independent of the asperity length.262

Figure 7. The figure shows the effects of barrier length and its frictional properties on syn-

chronization. The horizontal and vertical axes are the earthquake cycle and the normalized

(divided by the mean recurrence time) failure time differences between adjacent asperities. The

effects of a change in the barrier’s frictional properties (abar − b) and state types are plotted in

vertical and horizontal orders, respectively. The failure time differences between right-middle and

left-middle asperities are plotted with solid and dashed lines, and their colors indicate barrier

lengths, given in the legends. he synchronized and complex setups are also distinguished by their

line transparency to improve readability. Unless otherwise stated, the parameters are set to the

default values in table 1.
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Figure 8. Figure shows the effects of asperity’s frictional properties, size, and critical slip dis-

tance changes on the synchronization. The horizontal and vertical axes are the earthquake cycle

and the normalized failure time differences between adjacent asperities. The effects of a change in

the asperity’s direct velocity effect parameter aasp, critical slip distance dc, and asperity length

Lasp are plotted vertically for aging and state laws, respectively. The failure time differences be-

tween right-middle and left-middle asperities are plotted with solid and dashed lines. Changes in

parameters are plotted with different colors, given in the legends. The synchronized and complex

setups are also distinguished by their line transparency to improve readability. Also, in the inset

figures, the barrier’s frictional property is set to abar − b = 0.005 to visualize the effect of the

barrier’s strength. Unless otherwise stated, the default parameters are in table 1.
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Figure 9. The plot shows how fast the faults are synchronized with changing certain param-

eters. The so-called convergence rates (β1 of fitted deviance) are plotted on the top. The middle

row shows the converged values, defined by the failure time differences in percentage between two

successive large earthquakes of adjacent faults normalized by mean recurrence time. The lower

row is the converged cycle defined, after which cycle faults synchronize.

Next, we order the convergences in Figure 9. The parameters that are sensitive to263

synchronization are grouped (the horizontal axes of Figure 9), and the results are com-264

pared for the β1 parameter, the convergence value, and the converged cycle (the verti-265

cal axes of Figure 9). According to the exponential model, the convergence is faster and266

more stable for negative values of β1 because it deviates less from the fitted model to267

residuals. The smaller converged value means the failure time difference is shorter, and268

lower converged cycles indicate a quicker synchronization. Figure 9 demonstrates that269

the slip law sustains a better synchronization than the aging law. The mean converged270

values (the difference between the full ruptures on the adjacent asperities) are similar271

for both laws unless the barrier is extremely large or strong (Lbar = 20km, abar−b =272

0.005). The first column in Figure 9 demonstrates that lower barriers lead to faster syn-273

chronization, closer failure times, and higher deviations due to the strong coupling be-274

tween asperities. Increasing critical slip dc = 8mm and dc = 16mm does not change275

the convergence, but a further increase to dc = 24mm leads to higher deviations. This276

deviation is not because dc is a sensitive parameter to synchronization but because in-277

creasing dc increases the nucleation half-length (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008) for nucleation278

of a slip event. For dc = 24mm, slip events can nucleate closer to the asperity center279

rather than its VS-VW transition. The weaker barrier (abar−b) generally sustains bet-280

ter synchronization. The aging law shows a better synchronization for larger aasp, which281

leads to a weaker triggering potential. On the other hand, the slip law shows less sig-282

nificance in its synchronization rate to the asperity’s frictional because of its smaller frac-283

ture energy.284
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3.3 The role of static triggering285

Figure 10 displays the five full rupture events on the middle asperity and their prop-286

agation over time. The state laws differ significantly during co-seismic ruptures but re-287

semble each other in the post-seismic phase. The aging law’s instantaneous stress increase288

on the barrier is twice the slip law’s. Hence, the after-slip duration and peak slip val-289

ues are larger, so the significant stress can reach the neighbor asperity for the aging law.290

If the barrier is short enough, the co-seismic rupture can propagate through the barrier291

and increase the stress level significantly at the asperity edge, so-called static stress trig-292

gering. Suppose the stress levels or slip deficits are close to each other. In that case, the293

rupture on one asperity can lead to another full rupture at the neighbor asperity, which294

we call synchronization. Otherwise, the static triggering leads to an immature event that295

can not fully rupture, generating further stress heterogeneity between the asperities. Here,296

the slip law is more inclined to synchronization because it can rupture with smaller frac-297

ture energy (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008). Even though two asperities have different slip298

deficits, an immature rupture can continue rupturing with smaller slip values, still able299

to equalize the stress balance.300

To further emphasize our conclusion that static stress transfer leads to complex fail-301

ures, the snapshots of slip propagation for complex and synchronized fault zones are shown302

in figure 11. Three successive slip events on the middle asperity and after-slips at the303

surrounding barriers are shown. The figure shows that three successive co-seismic rup-304

ture propagation are considerably similar, regardless of fault zone is synchronized or not.305

However, synchronized fault zones show remarkably smaller slip propagation, thus weaker306

triggering effects, justifying our conclusion that static stress transfer leads to complex307

failures.308
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Figure 10. 5 full successive ruptures and post-seismic propagation of middle asperity are plot-

ted. The default parameters in table 1 are used, except abar − b = 0.003. On the left and right,

the propagation on the barrier is plotted with colored lines that define the time and state law,

given in the color bar. The propagation on the middle asperity is plotted in the middle subplots

with 5-second intervals. Rupture times are written in the middle plot for each state law with the

color code defined in the color bar.
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Figure 11. The stress propagation of complex and synchronized simulations are plotted for

full ruptures on the middle asperity and continuation on the left and right barrier. The plotted

waves correspond to the highest amplitudes of the first-fourth ruptures on the middle asperity

and 5km away from it. The parameters for simulation are written on the first sub-plot (upper-

left) and plotted with a color code for the synchronization status given in the legend. Complex

and synchronized status simulations correspond to the abar − b values given in the first column for

aging and slip laws.

3.4 Indicator of synchronization and predictability of large earthquakes309

Many scenarios generated synchronized, complex, and independent fault zones that310

can mimic characteristic earthquakes along major strike-slip fault zones like NAF. The311

simulation results show that the synchronized or independent fault zones exhibit higher312

velocities. Therefore, we plotted the clustered fault zones as peak velocities (PV) and313

concerning other observable in Figure 12. According to the results, fault zones with higher314

rupture lengths, shorter duration, and faster wave speeds are valuable indicators for large315

earthquakes’ predictability. Besides, fault zones exhibiting shorter pre and post-seismic316

duration and length are more predictable. Also, the predictable earthquakes exhibit less317

co-seismic stress drop than the complex fault zones. On the other hand, the predictabil-318

ity is unrelated to the magnitude and maximum observed slip. The complex fault zones319

show a partial rupture ratio close to 1 (the rate between partial and full ruptures) due320

to the triggering of neighbor asperity, which leads to immature ruptures.321
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Figure 12. Peak Velocity (slip rate) [m/s] vs. Distribution stats of slip event

4 Discussion on results322

We analyzed the spontaneous failure times of initially heterogeneous three verti-323

cal strong velocity weakening (VW) asperities separated by velocity strengthening (VS)324

barriers within the rate and state friction (RSF) framework. Our 2.5D numerical setup325

is designed for investigating the fault segments’ synchrony along the North Anatolian326

Fault (NAF) Zone (Şengör et al., 2005). Still, the results will also shed light on other327

major fault zones. We extended previous studies using RSF (Wei et al., 2018; Shi et al.,328

2022) by considering different state laws, namely aging and slip laws (Dieterich, 1979;329

Ruina, 1983). The simplified inertial effect, the so-called quasi-dynamic (QD) method,330

was used in numerical simulations (Rice, 1993). Still, fully-dynamic (FD) effects with331

wave-mediated stress transfer were tested (Lapusta et al., 2000), in supplementary fig-332

ures 1 and 2, which indicate despite the FD affects the co-seismic wave propagation sig-333

nificantly, FD has an insignificant effect on the synchronization. Therefore, we leave a334

detailed discussion on the FD effects on a later study.335

We investigated the mechanisms of reciprocal earthquake triggering and synchro-336

nization. We applied analyses to determine fault synchronization’s sensitive and insen-337

sitive parameters to reveal its possible mechanism. Examining the large data generated338

by the simulations led us to identify fault synchronization indicators that are observable339

in nature. This has important implications for understanding the predictability of large340

earthquakes, especially in major fault zones with limited reliable data like NAF due to341

long recurrence periods. Finally, this study aims to provide insights into the future seis-342

mic risks along NAF.343
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4.1 State laws344

The simulation results reveal distinct dynamics for the aging and slip law. It is worth345

noting that the outcomes of numerical models with RSF depend on how well the grid346

points are resolved (Lambert & Lapusta, 2021). At least 9 or 12 grid points per the nu-347

cleation zone length Λ0 are used (Equation 2) (Dieterich, 1992). The resolution is suf-348

ficient for the Aging law with the quasi-dynamic approximation (Lambert & Lapusta,349

2021). Still, slip law requires denser grid points and necessitates indeed more computa-350

tional resources (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008). However, we did not observe independently351

failing grids due to the coarse resolution with the slip law thanks to its weaker fracture352

energy, which tends to slip fully and thus reasonably generate robust solutions for the353

synchronization problem.354

According to laboratory studies, aging law fails to fit large slip rates, while slip law355

performs better (Nakatani, 2001; Bhattacharya et al., 2015). Moreover, the Slip law pro-356

motes better transient triggering than the aging law due to its stronger weakening rate,357

but they show similar static triggering effects (Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). A significant di-358

vergence in the co-seismic dynamics emerges for both laws, but both laws resemble each359

other at the VS barrier (Figures 11, 10). Since we observed that the synchronization mech-360

anism is mainly controlled by the barrier’s strength or frictional properties, the choice361

of the state law did not change our conclusion. So, despite the differences between ag-362

ing and slip laws, our observations regarding fault synchronization and the role of bar-363

rier properties remained consistent across the two state laws. This adds robustness to364

our conclusions and further supports the significance of barrier strength in fault synchro-365

nization dynamics.366

4.2 Triggering and Synchronization367

We observed two kinds of static triggering in our simulations. For the first kind,368

the coseismic slip can propagate through the VS zone to the neighbor VW asperity, or369

it nucleates within the VW zone but can not propagate and arrest within the VW zone,370

as a result changing the stress level in the vicinity (Gomberg et al., 1998). This happens371

if the barrier can not fully stop the afterslip propagation within its domain depending372

on the amount of load and, most importantly, its strength and size. Or the triggered im-373

mature event can not propagate future. The barrier can yield the loaded stress in the374

VS domain in the second static triggering mechanism, temporarily increasing the creep375

speed. The latter can lead to synchronization, while the first generally generated com-376

plex failure times in our results, unlike the results suggested by (Wei & Shi, 2021; Shi377

et al., 2022). These contradicting conclusions with similar studies can be due to their378

milder simulation setup, which shows how the rupture dynamics can drastically change379

the results. Figures 6 and 7 of (Wei & Shi, 2021) show the creep can penetrate through380

the asperity, and the earthquake nucleates close to the asperity center. Such creep pen-381

etration accounts for a setup in which the nucleation phase requires a larger slip directly382

related to dc and a/b parameters, supposed that the seismogenic width is large enough383

(Cattania, 2019). In our simulation setup, the earthquakes generally nucleate at the as-384

perity edges and propagate unilaterally as a self-healing pulse along the VW asperity,385

diverging from their dynamics. More to the point, such large nucleation zones with the386

higher dc were discussed as non-physical (Rubin & Ampuero, 2005); since then, the nu-387

cleation process should have been detectable from the earth’s surface. Therefore, we sug-388

gest static triggering leads to asynchronous failure times, justifying (Scholz, 2010).389

Through temporary changes in stress due to waves passing by and under certain390

conditions, the external perturbations can lead to a self-acceleration of the locked patch391

(Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). The slip law’s sensitivity to an external perturbation is higher392

than the aging law’s due to its stronger weakening term (Nakatani, 2001; Sopacı, 2023).393

Nonetheless, the static triggering effects are several times higher than the transient ef-394
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fects (Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). Since the simulations started with initially heterogeneous395

stress, we do not think the transient effects are responsible for driving the segments into396

synchrony; instead, it is the afterslip propagation.397

4.3 Sensitive parameters398

Our results suggest strong barriers can dampen the after-slip propagation; as a re-399

sult, the stress transfer occurs aseismically and sustains synchronization, whereas weak400

barriers allow triggered immature small events and lead to more variable-sized and com-401

plex failure distribution. The σn(a−b) parameter of the barrier mainly controls the bar-402

rier’s strength. The length of the barrier is not directly related to the barrier’s strength,403

but the longer it is, the less the coseismic slips can reach the neighbor barrier and lead404

to immature earthquakes. More to the point, the inset subplots in figure 8 show how chang-405

ing the barrier’s strength changes the synchronization dependence on other parameters.406

In that sense, our sensitivity analyses diverge from the (Wei & Shi, 2021), stating that407

the barrier’s length is more important than its frictional properties.408

The simulation results in this study show that the synchronization depends am-409

biguously on the asperity parameters. The numerical earthquake triggering studies with410

RSF state that the direct velocity effect parameter controls the response to an external411

perturbation; thus, the smaller aasp, the more prone it is to be triggered. Sensitivity to412

aasp in figure 8 shows how asperity that is prone to triggering aasp = 0.005 can syn-413

chronize for strong barrier b− abar = 0.005 but shows complex failure with b− abar =414

0.003. Figure 8 also shows that the change in the asperity size shows insensitivity to syn-415

chronization. Our conclusion contradicts the idea that the asperity barrier ratio quan-416

tifies the barrier efficiency and controls the asperity synchronization process (Corbi et417

al., 2017; Kaneko et al., 2010). In this study, the three asperities with identical proper-418

ties dictate pulse-like ruptures that unilaterally propagate along the strike, assuming the419

slip is the same within a finite width W (Luo & Ampuero, 2018). The rupture styles,420

such as crack-like growth or slip pulses, can change the recurrence patterns from chaotic421

to quasi-periodic (Nie & Barbot, 2022). Also, the 3D complex fault structure may lead422

to more complex failure sequences closer to statistical power laws in nature (Yin et al.,423

2023), thus may show more sensitivity to asperity properties. However, our main con-424

clusion states that the barrier strength mainly controls the synchronization, and thus,425

the predictability of earthquakes would not change.426

Moreover, critical slip distance dc is used several times larger than the laboratory427

experiments for the sake of the computational burdens (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008; La-428

pusta et al., 2000). The value of dc also dictates the minimum nucleation length scales429

to generate seismic events (Dieterich, 1992; Rubin & Ampuero, 2005; Ampuero & Ru-430

bin, 2008). The values used in this study for dc do not alter the synchronization results.431

However, different rupture styles emerge for the upper values of dc, also affected by the432

constitutive parameters a and b, and effective normal stress, which can impact the com-433

plex failure time occurrences (Cattania, 2019), should be noted.434

4.4 Predictability Of Large Earthquakes435

Synthetic data generated by numerous scenarios fitting the NAF analogy reveal that436

the predictability of fault zones is correlated to the peak slip rate, after-slip propagation,437

and rupture speed. Predictable synchronized earthquakes generally exhibit relatively long438

silent periods and successive full ruptures resembling super-cycles. Super-cycles are gen-439

erally associated with subduction zones and thrust faults, showing quasi-periodic recur-440

rence intervals (Herrendörfer et al., 2015; Salditch et al., 2020). Even though not quite441

similar and quasi-regularly compared to subduction zones, the strike-slip fault zones show442

clustered and synchronized segments in time and space as observed along NAF (Şengör443

et al., 2005; Bouchon et al., 2021). The mature fault zones are generally less likely to pro-444
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duce smaller events and host pulse-like earthquake ruptures that can propagate through-445

out the seismogenic zone (Thakur & Huang, 2021; Lambert et al., 2021). Even though446

it has not been well established, the rupture speed and rupture type, i.e., crack growth447

or slip pulse, are interrelated (Huang & Ampuero, 2011). The synchronized fault zones448

in this study slip fully with faster propagation speed and higher peak slip rates, suggest-449

ing mature fault zones are likely to synchronize. Also, our results justify the importance450

of slow aseismic slip as a mechanism of large earthquake nucleation and triggering (Nie451

& Barbot, 2022; Bouchon et al., 2021; Nalbant et al., 2023). Identifying the creeping re-452

gions and tracking the aseismic motion are the keys to identifying future seismic risks.453

5 Implications On North Anatolian Fault Zone454

North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAF) is one of the most active strike-slip fault zones.455

The fault segments fail quasi-periodically with approximately 250-300 years of recurrence456

interval, exhibiting a super-cycle-like pattern; large earthquakes fail relatively quickly457

and proceed with a long seismic quiescence. This sequential failure pattern constitutes458

clusters, and discreteness appears between the clusters due to the failure time differences459

(Bulut & Doğru, 2021). The synchronized clusters became more regular after the sev-460

enteenth century, which was less clear before (Şengör et al., 2005). In the twentieth cen-461

tury, a new sequence of large earthquakes began with the MS7.9 Erzincan (1939) at the462

eastern edge of the NAF. It migrated towards the west following MS7.1 Niksar-Erba (1942),463

MS7.5-7.7 Tosya-Ladik (1943), MS7.4 Bolu-Gerede (1944) ruptures (Şengör et al., 2005)464

(see also Figure 1). Remarkably, the following earthquake nucleated near where the pre-465

ceding rupture stopped. The synchronization slowed down after the Bolu-Gerede seg-466

ment, where the NAF splits into two branches: the north branch that dives into the Mar-467

mara Sea, called the Main Marmara Fault Zone (MMF), and the south branch (Bulut468

& Doğru, 2021). The sequence continued with the 1955 and 1967 earthquakes along the469

southern branch, while the northern branch waited 55 years until the Mw7.6 Izmit rup-470

ture on 17.08.1999. Three months later, on 12.11.1999 Mw7.2 Duzce fault ruptured at471

the eastern edge of the Izmit rupture. This earthquake doublet was an example of a de-472

layed triggering, explained mostly by the conventional static stress transfer (Stein et al.,473

1997). The MMF segment lies on the western side of the Izmit segment, which is thought474

to be the last chain to complete the 1500 km-long cycle. Kumburgaz and Cinarcik sub-475

segments within MMF remain unbroken in this current situation and have been most476

likely loading for a M > 7 earthquake (Lange et al., 2019).477

The static stress transfer computations can reasonably indicate the elevated stress478

buildups but can not fully explain further triggering. For example, the Mw7.2 Duzce (12.11.1999)479

event does not correlate the mapped stress distribution with the previous events; instead,480

the maximum slip corresponds to the stress shadow of two adjacent M7.4 (1944, Bolu-481

Gerede) and Mw7.6 (1999, Izmit) ruptures and the hypocenter stands at the stress neu-482

tral region ∆τ ≈ 0 (King et al., 2001; Utkucu et al., 2003). The stress and frictional483

state heterogeneity and the effect of an an-elastic time-dependent process during the nu-484

cleation are proposed to explain this inconsistency (Bouchon et al., 2021; Lorenzo-Mart́ın485

et al., 2006; Pucci et al., 2007). Further, the Duzce rupture plane shows distinctly higher486

electric resistivity for the eastern where high slip occurred but had the stress shadow from487

previous ruptures. In contrast, the western part closer to the Mw7.6 Izmit rupture show-488

ing high-stress load has remarkably weaker resistance, interpreted as possibly a circu-489

lation of hydro-thermal fluids (Kaya et al., 2009). Supporting the idea, the lower nor-490

mal stress in the western part is proposed to inhibit the Izmit rupture propagation as491

a barrier and lead to the three-month delayed triggering (Pucci et al., 2007). Suppose492

faults consist of VW asperities embedded in a VS barrier-like environment. In that case,493

co-seismic slip can jump from one asperity to the other, mainly controlled by the VS en-494

vironment, as an alternative view to geometric complexity (Kaneko et al., 2010). There-495
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fore, we argue that frictional stress heterogeneity and after-slip propagation at the west-496

ern part of the Duzce fault better explain the inconsistency of the static stress transfer.497

The trench observations also suggest the Bolu-Gerede segment (1944, east to the498

Duzce segment) consists of multiple asperities. These asperities failed synchronously, at499

least for the previous four ruptures, generating regular quasi-periodic cycles with sim-500

ilar sizes (Kondo et al., 2010). Furthermore, recent INSAR observations suggest that five501

creeping segments along NAF correlate well with the nucleation and arrest of large earth-502

quakes (Liu & Wang, 2023). They are Izmit, Ismetpasa, and Destek creeping segments,503

which were also reported previously (Cakir et al., 2014), and two newly identified creep-504

ing segments: in the middle of the 1939 earthquake and the spatial gap between the 1939505

and Ms 6.8 Erzincan (1992) rupture to the east. Combined with the step-overs, these506

regions perhaps control the synchronized earthquakes along NAF. Let us investigate three507

remarkable possible barriers and discuss their roles.508

The Izmit segment was the final destination of the earthquake sequences, and re-509

cent observations suggest the western part of the Izmit segment is still creeping (Aslan510

et al., 2019). Besides, the 30 km Cinarcik releasing bend forms a depression that sep-511

arates the Izmit and Kumburgaz strike-slip segments, generating a large zone of (∼ 14512

km thick) fault complexity (Armijo et al., 2005; Pondard et al., 2007; Uçarkuş et al., 2011).513

According to our numerical simulations, barriers over 20km long generally prevent sig-514

nificant stress transfer, leading to more independent failures. This may provide a basis515

that two strike-slip fault segments (Izmit and Kumburgaz) did not fail synchronously516

due to the Cinarcik releasing bend acting as a barrier.517

A small break of the Cinarcik segment with normal fault mechanism is probably518

correlated to the MS6.3 1963 event, while larger M∼7 1894 is to the southern branch of519

NAF in Marmara according to the sea floor investigation (Armijo et al., 2005). There-520

fore, the Cinarcik segment can be considered overdue; the last rupture beneath Marmara,521

possibly including the Cinarcik segment, was either in 1766 or 1754 (Pondard et al., 2007).522

Figure 13. The Map (a) shows the synchronized segments along NAF in different color codes.

The segment boundaries are highlighted with a black frame on map (a) and plotted on a larger

scale in b-d.
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However, there is still no satisfying proof during which earthquake the Cinarcik segment523

ruptured. On the western side, the Mw7.4 1912 Ganos earthquake is suggested to con-524

tinue to the Central Marmara basin and stop similar to the Izmit earthquake that stopped525

at the Cinarcik releasing bend (Aksoy et al., 2010). In this respect, Kumburgaz and Cinar-526

cik segments display slip deficits that can rupture during the next earthquake (Lange527

et al., 2019).528

Recently, a moderate earthquake (Mw5.9 29.09.2019) occurred along a secondary529

fault near the Central Marmara Basin at the western tip of the Kumburgaz segment. It530

sparked a debate about whether it could trigger the expected large Marmara earthquake531

(Karabulut et al., 2021). According to our numerical investigations, the moderate event532

was not strong enough to trigger a large earthquake however, it could potentially advance533

the failure time (Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). However, the most important question still re-534

mains: where will the next earthquake nucleate, and what will be its extent?535

According to our results, the two adjacent segments act as synchronized for a few536

cycles due to triggering and stress interaction, but this synchronization can be tempo-537

rary (Figures 7 and 8). This result suggests that a failure of Kumburgaz and Cinarcik538

segments in one single earthquake is possible if two segments are considered overdue (Bohnhoff539

et al., 2013; Lange et al., 2019). In that scenario, once an earthquake is nucleated within540

the Kumburgaz or Cinarcik segment, wave propagation can trigger the other earthquake541

instantaneously (Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). On the other hand, two large segments can542

fail with a delayed time, possibly similar to 1776 and 1754 events (Parsons, 2004; Pon-543

dard et al., 2007). The Cinarcik segment is likely weaker with a shorter recurrence in-544

terval due to active normal faulting in comparison to the adjacent strike-slip segments545

(Kumburgaz and Izmit), which complicates the long-term failure times of NAF and is546

one of the main reasons why synchronization slows down (Bulut & Doğru, 2021).547

Historical earthquakes exhibit the west migrating synchronization rate slowed down548

after the Bolu segment (1944 rupture) (Bulut & Doğru, 2021), where NAF splits into549

north and south branches constituting a 10-15 kilometer width step-over with remark-550

able stress transfer appeared to be between the branches (Lettis, 2003). According to551

our results, the stress transfer in such distances can affect the synchronization depend-552

ing on the barrier’s frictional properties. Many of our results suggest that the static stress553

transfer breaks the synchronization pattern due to leading immature earthquakes. More554

to the point, the difference in the slip distribution of the Duzce (Mw7.2, 12.111999) rup-555

ture can originate from the mechanical interaction between the Duzce and Izmit segments556

joint (Pucci et al., 2007), further complicating the failure times.557

The MS7.8 Erzincan (1939) earthquake started a series of large earthquakes (1942,558

1943, 1944), nucleated at the eastern edge of the Erzincan fault, and propagated unilat-559

erally approximately 250 km to the west. Instead of following the main path of NAF,560

it propagated along the Ezine Pazari fault, the southern branch of the Niksar pull-apart561

region, about 75 km (Cakir et al., 2014). The observed slip values were comparably low562

at the Niksar pull-apart region, and possibly, it acted as a barrier (Cakir et al., 2014; Zabci563

et al., 2011). However, the previous 1668 earthquake MS 8 is thought to have broken564

the whole segments, jumping over the 10km length step over including the Erzincan fault565

(1939-1944 ruptures in the twentieth century) after a large seismic gap, (Şengör et al.,566

2005). The recent cycle did not break the whole segments as in the seventieth century567

and broke sequentially was explained by the rupture propagation driven by the geomet-568

rical frictional differences (Cakir et al., 2014). In 1939, once the rupture could not jump569

the 10 km length step over due to the higher stress level along the Ezine Pazari, it led570

to a stress shadow onto the Erbaa-Niksar segment, leading to 3 years of delay. There-571

fore, it can lead to a larger earthquake as in 1668 for the next cycle (Cakir et al., 2014),572

showing the significance of the barrier’s frictional and geometric structures for the seis-573

mic risk assessments.574
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6 Conclusion575

Motivated by the synchronized historical pattern along the North Anatolian Fault576

(NAF) Zone, we investigated the fault synchronization on a 2.5D physics-based asperity-577

barrier model in the rate and state friction (RSF) framework. The simulations started578

with initially heterogeneous conditions, and after several spontaneous ruptures with var-579

ious scenarios, we investigated the conditions that the fault zone can adequately equal-580

ize the stress levels between the segments, leading to synchronization. Results reveal that581

static stress transfer can lead to immature triggered events, so the slip deficit or stress582

heterogeneity remains, leading to complex failure times. On the other hand, the strength583

and size of the aseismic zones control the synchronization process. Thus, determining584

the aseismic zones and examining their slow and silent dynamics have the uppermost im-585

portance for the predictability of large events. The asperity size did not show significance586

in synchronization in our study. However, it should be noted that the rupture style af-587

fects long-term synchronization patterns, which depend on the constitutive RSF param-588

eters and the asperity size relative to nucleation length scales within the RSF framework.589

The different rupturing styles can account for why similar studies suggested that the bar-590

rier efficiency depends on the asperity size, while we suggested the opposite. Our sim-591

ulation setup fits the mature fault zone with characteristic and quasi-periodic failures592

along earthquakes that nucleate at the transition zones and rupture unilaterally as slip-593

pulses, mimicking NAF. Even though the simulation setup is too simple for NAF, the594

results can explain the synchronized clusters along it, where the synchronization rates595

slow down, and where they behave independently.596
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Key Points:7

• Afterslip propagation in barriers controls fault synchronization and predictabil-8

ity of large earthquakes.9

• Asperity size is less significant, contradicting previous studies, implying that rup-10

ture styles influence long-term stress interaction.11

• Static stress changes can lead to immature small ruptures, complex slip deficits,12

and failure times.13

• Simulations can mimic the migrating earthquakes along NAF and suggest the Cinar-14

cik segment as a possible barrier, disrupting the synchrony.15
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Abstract16

The North Anatolian Fault (NAF) has a history of large quasi-static large earthquake17

clusters. This study investigates the phenomenon with a model consisting of three strong18

velocity-weakening (VW) asperities separated by velocity-strengthening VS barriers in19

a 2.5D model governed by rate-and-state friction. The results show that the after-slips20

at the VS barrier control the stress interaction and synchronization; hence, the barrier21

strength and size are the most important parameters. The static stress transfer can lead22

to immature ruptures that arrest within the VW asperity, adding complexity to failure23

times. The asperity size appears insignificant, challenging previous theories linking bar-24

rier efficiency to the asperity-barrier size ratios. Such discrepancy suggests that slip type,25

e.g., slip-pulse or crack-growth, influences the long-term failure time distribution. Even26

though the state evolution (aging and slip laws) for frictional strength within the RSF27

framework differ significantly in co-seismic ruptures, they resemble each other for after-28

slip propagation, highlighting the importance of after-slip propagation and adding ro-29

bustness to our conclusions. The results from various simulation scenarios suggest that30

the after-slip extents and duration with the peak slip rates and rupture speeds are the31

indicators for the synchronization and the predictability of large earthquakes. Despite32

the simplicity of the governed model, the results can mimic the synchrony of large earth-33

quakes along the NAF, which are disrupted by aseismic creep and complex fault geome-34

tries such as releasing bend (e.g., Cinarcik segment), step-overs (e.g., Niksar) and slip35

partitioning (Duzce-Bolu segments) acting as barriers.36

Plain Language Summary37

North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAF) shows quasi-periodic failures of large strike-38

slip earthquakes that resemble a super-cycle pattern within which the characteristic earth-39

quakes fail sequentially in a close interval. However, the super-cycle pattern and quasi-40

periodic failures mostly relate to the mega-thrust fault zones. More interestingly, a west41

migrating pattern appeared clearer in the seventieth century, elevating the hope of large42

earthquake predictability. This study investigated the earthquake synchronization and43

triggering phenomena on a 2.5D continuum model with three strong vertical asperities44

separated by barriers. The fault interface obeys rate and state friction. Simulation re-45

sults imply how the barrier structure and after-slip propagation control the synchroniza-46

tion process, mimicking NAF observations. The results also reasonably imply the pos-47

sible extent of future earthquakes expected to fail at the observed slip deficit along the48

NAF.49

1 Introduction50

The North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAF) has a historical record of large earthquake51

clusters that characteristic quasi-periodic earthquakes fail sequentially within close time52

intervals (Şengör et al., 2005). The following earthquake generally nucleates close to where53

the former stops in the cluster, where those points correspond to the step-overs along54

the NAF shown in Figure 1 (Pondard et al., 2007). The observations suggest those step-55

over areas have remarkable stress and strength heterogeneity can be attributed to ”velocity-56

strengthening” barriers at the cluster edges, preventing ruptures from spreading from57

one segment to another or mitigating the transfer of stress (Kaneko et al., 2010; Lam-58

bert & Lapusta, 2021; Yıkılmaz et al., 2015; Cakir et al., 2014; Liu & Wang, 2023; Kondo59

et al., 2010; Kaya et al., 2009). In the recent situation, all segments of NAF from east60

to west have ruptured, except the locked segment(s) beneath the Marmara Sea, still build-61

ing up strain for a large earthquake (Lange et al., 2019). This raises the question of what62

conditions synchronization happens and the large earthquakes become more predictable.63

Studies of rock friction have established that a fault segment can undergo stick-64

slip motion if it is velocity weakening (VW) or tends to creep if it is velocity strength-65
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Figure 1. Map showing the historical earthquakes along North Anatolian Fault zone (a-d)

and synchronized clusters, and its approximate recent situation (e). The historical earthquake

catalog is compiled from studies (Şengör et al., 2005; Bulut & Doğru, 2021; Pondard et al., 2007;

Fraser et al., 2009; Parsons, 2004)
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ening (VS) (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983). The type of motion is determined by the crit-66

ical elastic stiffness relation within the framework of rate and state friction (RSF) in equa-67

tion 1 (Ruina, 1983). If the stiffness is lower than the critical value k < kcr, correspond-68

ing to the RSF parameter is 0 < a−b, and the VW size is larger than a critical length69

(Ampuero & Rubin, 2008; Dieterich, 1992), the fault patch can nucleate earthquakes.70

The terms VW and VS patches refer to asperities and barriers, respectively.71

kcr = σn(b− a)/dc (1)72

Numerical simulations assuming that the frictional stress on the fault is RSF have73

revealed various aspects of earthquakes and fault synchronization, including the asperity-74

barrier sizes, frictional properties, and relative distances between patches (Kato, 2004;75

Kaneko et al., 2010; Dublanchet et al., 2013; Cattania, 2019). The successive failure time76

delay between two VW patches embedded in VS medium increases as their separation77

distance increases (Kato, 2004). Simulation suggested that the VS barrier’s effectiveness78

is related to the ratio between VW and VS sizes and the frictional properties of VS that79

control the probability of joint generation of a large earthquake (Kaneko et al., 2010).80

Also, the density of VW patches in a medium with the frictional properties of VS regions81

forms a threshold that determines the simultaneous failures of asperities and destabi-82

lization of the creeping region (Dublanchet et al., 2013). Moreover, the analog models83

investigated the synchronization patterns of mega-thrust earthquakes in nature, finding84

that the ratio of the barrier and asperity patches (Db/Da) determines the barrier’s ef-85

fectiveness (Corbi et al., 2017; Rosenau et al., 2019). Unlike the numerical simulations86

with RSF, Scholz (2010) argued that the synchrony of parallel faults necessitates sim-87

ilar intrinsic velocities to sustain a phase locking and classified the abutting fault syn-88

chronization into another category, likewise the pattern in NAF. However, Wei and Shi89

(2021) argued the role of the static stress transfer on fault synchronization by stating90

that static stress transfer leads to synchronization, unlike Scholz (2010). They also con-91

cluded that the barrier’s width is more sensitive to synchronization than its frictional92

strength.93

Our previous studies investigated the aftershock occurrence after the 30.10.202094

Samos Mw7.0 earthquake (Sopaci & Özacar, 2021) and the triggering potential of a mod-95

erate earthquake on the locked segments of the NAF, remaining from a large earthquake96

(Sopacı & Özacar, 2023) using spring slider system. Here, we explore the issue of long-97

term spontaneous segment failures using a numerical model designed to be analogous98

to the North Anatolian Fault (NAF). Our numerical setup includes three strong, ver-99

tically oriented VW asperities separated by VS barriers. We use the numerical method100

described by (Lapusta et al., 2000) with the spectral FFT code (Sopaci, 2022). Numer-101

ous simulations mimicked synchronized, complex, or independent classes of fault zones.102

Most simulations are generated by the quasi-dynamic (QD) method, simplifying the in-103

ertial effects via radiation damping to reduce numerical costs. Some QD results are com-104

pared with the full inertial effects on identical setups to avoid numerical artifacts (Thomas105

et al., 2014; Lambert & Lapusta, 2021). Similarly, identical setups run using aging and106

slip state evolution laws to account for the distinct frictional strength evolution on the107

interface (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983).108

This study first checks if numerical simulations can generate large earthquake syn-109

chronization analogous to NAF. Since the recurrence intervals of characteristic earth-110

quakes are generally long, there are a few well-documented ruptures with modern instru-111

mentation. Therefore, this study intended to assist in understanding the synchrony of112

large earthquakes and earthquake-triggering mechanisms. The natural indicator of syn-113

chronized fault zones is investigated by generating synthetic earthquake catalogs with114

a controlled setup. The study also intends to examine the progressive synchrony behav-115
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ior of NAF and its recent stress situation, where a large earthquake is expected (Şengör116

et al., 2005).117

2 Simulation Set-up118

Figure 2. Simulation set-up: a) Initial values, b) a schematic representation of the fault in 2D

medium.

We assumed three large asperities embedded in a 2D medium, where simulations119

correspond only to the red dashed line in Figure 2, and the width information is added120

with (Luo & Ampuero, 2018). The shear stress on the interface τ is assumed to be rate121

and state friction computed by:122

τ = σnµ = σn

[
µ0 + aln

(
v

v0

)
+ bln

(
v0θ

dc

)]
(2)123

where σn denotes the effective normal stress, µ and µ0 are the friction and refer-124

ence friction at the reference velocity v0. The second and third terms on the right-hand125

side (2) contribute as velocity v (dynamic) and state θ (static) dependence of friction,126

where dc is the critical slip distance. a and b are constitutive parameters for direct ve-127

locity and state evolution. Two empirical state evolution formulas for θ to complete equa-128

tion 2, namely aging and slip laws, are given by (Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983).129

θ̇ = 1− vθ

dc
(3)130

131

θ̇ = −vθ

dc
ln

(
vθ

dc

)
(4)132
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The elastic stress is defined by:133

τ(x, t) = τ0(x) + f(x, t)− G

2cs
(v(x, t)) (5)134

where τ0 is the loading stress, assuming no displacement discontinuity on the fault135

plane (Lapusta et al., 2000). The last term in equation 5, G/2cs(v(x, t)) is the radiation136

damping to sustain a solution during rupture, where G and cs are shear moduli, and speed137

(Rice, 1993). The second term is the stress transfer functional f(x, t) due to the slip dis-138

continuity, for which we applied the spectral FFT method Perrin et al. (1995); Lapusta139

et al. (2000):140

δ(x, t)− vPLt =

Nele/2∑
n=−Nele/2

Dn(t)e
iknx

141

f(x, t) =

Nele/2∑
n=−Nele/2

Fn(t)e
iknx (6)142

kn =
2πn

λ
+

2π

W
143

where kn is the spatial frequencies along the periodic domain λ and W is the width144

of the fault (depth) and Nele is the number of elements over space domain. Dn and Fn145

are the complex Fourier coefficients of slip δ(x, t)−vPLt and stress transfer functional146

f(x, t), where vPL is mean driving plate velocity. The Fourier coefficients of the stress147

transfer function are computed by:148

Fn(t) = −G|kn|
2

Dn(t) +

∫ TW

0

W (|kn|cst′)Ḋn(t− t′) dt′ (7)149

The first term is the so-called ”static” term that contributes most during the slow150

phase. The second term contributes as the dynamic term, computed with truncated con-151

volution integral within a window (ti, ti−Tw) over coefficients history of (dDn(t)/dt)152

(Lapusta et al., 2000). In this study, we conducted most analyses by ignoring the sec-153

ond ”dynamic” term for computational efficiency corresponding to QD approximation.154

We solved the equation of motion explicitly using Adams’ multi-step predictor-corrector155

method by setting equations 2 and 5 equal and using a state evolution formula 3 or 4156

(Hairer et al., 1993). We searched for synchronization patterns using the following sim-157

ulation parameters.158

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Params min max default

aasp 0.005 0.015 0.01
abar − b 0.000 0.005 0.005
dc[mm] 8 24 8
Lasp[km] 30 100 50
Lbar[km] 5 20 15

vPL=0.02m/yr, G=30GPa, cs=3km/s, µ0=0.6
W=50km, σn=100MPa, aasp − b=-0.01
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As mentioned, the simulation outcomes obeying RSF depend drastically on the spa-159

tial resolution or length scales. We set the minimum number of cells per the cohesive zone160

to Λ0/dx ≥ 9 for aasp ≥ 0.01 and Λ0/dx ≥ 12 for aasp < 0.01, where aasp and dx de-161

note minimum direct velocity effect parameter at the asperity and cell size. The cohe-162

sive zone is computed by:163

Λ0 = C1
Gdc
bσn

(8)164

where C1 is a constant around 1 (Erickson et al., 2020). The setting resolution accord-165

ing to equation 8 makes h∗/dx ⪆ 20 according to Lapusta et al. (2000), which is nec-166

essary to prevent cells from becoming unstable and failing independently where critical167

cell size h∗ is computed by.168

h∗ =
π

4

Gdc
(b− a)σn

(9)169

3 Simulation Results170

3.1 Classification of Results171

We performed sensitivity analyses on parameters listed in Table 1 using initial con-172

ditions shown in Figure 2.173

The fault zone is considered synchronized if all asperities fail sequentially within174

a close time. We first identify the failure times of full ruptures (a slip event covers the175

whole VW asperity). Then, we calculate the failure time difference between neighbor as-176

perities during full ruptures and normalize them using the mean recurrence time for com-177

parison. The status is set to synchronize if the normalized failure time differences con-178

verge to the value less than 10% percent of the mean recurrence time. For larger values,179

it is ”independent,” and the status is ”complex” if failure time differences diverge.180

The failure time differences of the synchronized fault zones are fitted to an expo-181

nential model β0exp(β1x) as a function of its cycle count using the Gauss-Markov model182

with a constraint by forcing the model passes through the tangent line corresponding to183

the failure time difference between the successive events becomes stably short enough184

(it is converged to a value) (Koch, 1999). The fitting procedure allows a unique compar-185

ison by obtaining the synchronization rate and stability of the convergence. The fitted186

β1 parameter represents the convergence rate (Schatzman & Schatzman, 2002). Let us187

now present examples of converged, complex, and independent cases.188
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Figure 3. A synchronization example using slip law and default parameters in Table 1. a) slip

profile: slip velocities are plotted in the logarithmic scale defined in the color bar on the right

side. The dynamic rupture is plotted in two-second intervals, and post- or pre-seismic events are

plotted with scatter plot until they reach a critical value vc = 10−8m/s. The inter-seismic times

are plotted with black dashed lines every 20-year interval. b) time series of the middle of each as-

perity. The colors are given in the legend. c) Synchronization status of adjacent segments. Solid

thin lines and scatters without face color denote constraint fit to normalized adjacent segment’s

failure time differences. The filled color scatters and bold dashed lines denote the deviations from

the constraint fit.
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Figure 4. A synchronization example using aging law with default parameters in Table 1. a)

slip profile: slip velocities are plotted in the logarithmic scale defined in the color bar on the right

side. The dynamic rupture is plotted in two-second intervals, and post- or pre-seismic events are

plotted with scatter plot until they reach a critical value vc = 10−8m/s. The inter-seismic times

are plotted with black dashed lines every 20-year interval. b) time series of the middle of each as-

perity. The colors are given in the legend. c) Synchronization status of adjacent segments. Solid

thin lines and scatters without face color denote constraint fit to normalized adjacent segment’s

failure time differences. The filled color scatters and bold dashed lines denote the deviations from

the constraint fit.
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Figure 5. A complex example using aging law with default parameters in Table 1, except the

barrier length decreased to 10km. a) slip profile: slip velocities are plotted in the logarithmic

scale defined in the color bar on the right side. The dynamic rupture is plotted in two-second

intervals, and post- or pre-seismic events are plotted with scatter plot until they reach a critical

value vc = 10−8m/s. The inter-seismic times are plotted with black dashed lines every 20-year

interval. b) time series of the middle of each asperity. The colors are given in the legend. c) Syn-

chronization status of adjacent segments. Solid thin lines and scatters without face color denote

constraint fit to normalized adjacent segment’s failure time differences. The filled color scatters

and bold dashed lines denote the deviations from the constraint fit.
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Figure 6. An independent status example using slip law with default parameters in Table 1,

except the barrier length increased to 20 km and abar − b = 0.003. a) slip profile: slip velocities

are plotted in the logarithmic scale defined in the color bar on the right side. The dynamic rup-

ture is plotted in two-second intervals, and post- or pre-seismic events are plotted with scatter

plot until they reach a critical value vc = 10−8m/s. The inter-seismic times are plotted with

black dashed lines every 20-year interval. b) time series of the middle of each asperity. The col-

ors are given in the legend. c) Synchronization status of adjacent segments. Solid thin lines and

scatters without face color denote constraint fit to normalized adjacent segment’s failure time dif-

ferences. The filled color scatters and bold dashed lines denote the deviations from the constraint

fit.
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Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate a gradual decrease in failure time differences between189

neighboring asperities, leading to synchronization. Both setups have the same param-190

eters, except different state laws govern the frictional interface. Although synchroniza-191

tion patterns are similar (as seen in Figures 3-b and c and 4-b and c), the dynamics of192

the state laws are vastly different. The wave speed of the slip law is twice as fast as the193

aging law (Figures 3-a and 4-a). The aging law sustains quasi-true stationary contact194

during slow loading with near-zero slip rates and twice the recurrence times and slip amounts195

per cycle compared to the slip law. The slip profiles (Figures 3-a and 4-a) also show that196

the slip extension and duration at the VS region is higher for the aging law. As we will197

see later, the aging law’s generated peak stress is almost twice the slip law with the same198

setup. Still, due to higher fracture energy, the aging law can generate smaller events at199

the asperity edges by arresting the rupture within the VW region; the slip law tends to200

slip fully, exhibiting a vast difference in synchronization and triggering.201

The studies previously stated that closer asperities and smaller barrier-asperity ra-202

tios mainly control synchronization processes (Kaneko et al., 2010; Corbi et al., 2017;203

Rosenau et al., 2019). However, the results in our simulations show otherwise that de-204

creasing the barrier size from 15 km (Figure 4) to 10 km (Figure 5) leads to desynchro-205

nization of the fault zone. More variable-sized events emerge for closer asperities due to206

the triggering by the neighbor asperity, leading to immature events. These immature slips207

can not propagate fully, are arrested within the asperity, and leave stress further het-208

erogeneity. On the other hand, weaker coupled asperities due to the longer barrier length209

and stronger velocity strengthening barriers sustain better synchronization. Still, too weakly-210

coupled asperities due to the barrier length (Figure 6) converge to a value higher than211

a threshold; they generate regular cycles but are classified as independent slip events.212

3.2 Sensitivity Analyses213

Figures 3 - 6 display how barrier length significantly changes the fault zone’s syn-214

chronization pattern. Wei and Shi (2021) pointed out in a model with two asperities that215

the barrier’s length is more important than its frictional properties. We examine the bar-216

rier’s impact on synchronization by visualizing the barrier length change (with colors)217

and VS behavior (abar−b) change in different subplots in Figure 7. The extremely short218

(5km) and weak barrier (abar−b < 0.003) synchronizes very fast, regardless of the state219

law they govern. The slip law generally exhibits more regular cycles, either synchronized220

or independent failures. Yet, if the barrier is extremely weak abar − b = 0.0, it may221

generate complex earthquake cycles, as shown in Figure 7. The simulation with the ag-222

ing law favors more partial ruptures; as a result, many simulations are classified as com-223

plex. On the other hand, it shows two distinct synchronization patterns depending on224

the barrier length and frictional strength. While the weak VS barrier (abar−b < 0.003)225

synchronizes very fast for short barrier lengths (blue color line in Figure 7), longer bar-226

riers require stronger VS abar − b > 0.003 so that neighbor events do not lead to trig-227

gered immature partial ruptures. For example, the 15 km barrier length with aging law228

(orange color at top subplots) can not synchronize unless the barrier is strong enough229

abar − b = 0.005 to inhibit the immature triggered rupture.230

Figure 8 examines the parameters related to asperity. Decreasing the direct veloc-231

ity effect parameter makes the asperity prone to triggering. For the aging law (Figure232

8 upper-left subplot), all simulations display complex failure times as aasp changes for233

the default barrier strength abar − b = 0.003. Inset Figure 8 (upper-left) for the aging234

law emphasizes how barriers’ frictional properties significantly change the results; increas-235

ing barriers strength abar−b = 0.005 leads to synchronization of asperities. A similar236

pattern also emerges for the slip law (Figure 8 lower-left), showing the barrier’s strength237

significantly affects the synchronization. While moderate barrier strength (abar − b =238

0.003) exhibits synchronization for higher direct velocity effect parameter aasp, higher239

barrier strength in the inset abar − b = 0.005 leads to synchronization for lower aasp.240
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In other words, the asperity that is more prone to triggering synchronizes better with241

the strong barrier and vice-versa.242

Subplots in the middle column of Figure 8 shows the effect of dc on synchroniza-243

tion. According to the results for dc = 8− 16mm, no direct influence on synchroniza-244

tion is visible. We also tested dc = 24mm, which can lead to bilateral rupture propa-245

gation due to increasing the nucleation zone (Dieterich, 1992; Ampuero & Rubin, 2008),246

but this does not change our conclusion on the synchronization. The asperity size is gen-247

erally large enough to mimic the NAF’s large strike-slip segments so that large earth-248

quakes can nucleate at the VS-VW edge and fully slip. On the other hand, the larger249

dc can change the post-slip slip pattern on the barrier, but it does not change our con-250

clusion.251

The change in the asperity size Lasp displays no significant influence on the syn-252

chronization pattern (right sub-figures 8). Our result on Lasp contradicts some studies253

relating the barrier efficiency to the asperity barrier length ratios (Kaneko et al., 2010;254

Corbi et al., 2017). One reason for such an exact opposite result is the rupture propa-255

gation type. Our model is specifically designed for the large strike-slip faults along NAF,256

with larger length-to-width ratio Lasp/W , so that slip generally nucleates at the one edge257

and slips over the domain with a self-healing pulse as observed from previous earthquakes258

(Konca et al., 2010). Therefore, we apply the 2.5D model (Luo & Ampuero, 2018), as-259

suming that the slip averaged over the width. This assumption changes the rupture pat-260

tern to a self-healing pulse so that the slip does not grow as a crack-like pattern, lead-261

ing to the maximum slip amount independent of the asperity length.262

Figure 7. The figure shows the effects of barrier length and its frictional properties on syn-

chronization. The horizontal and vertical axes are the earthquake cycle and the normalized

(divided by the mean recurrence time) failure time differences between adjacent asperities. The

effects of a change in the barrier’s frictional properties (abar − b) and state types are plotted in

vertical and horizontal orders, respectively. The failure time differences between right-middle and

left-middle asperities are plotted with solid and dashed lines, and their colors indicate barrier

lengths, given in the legends. he synchronized and complex setups are also distinguished by their

line transparency to improve readability. Unless otherwise stated, the parameters are set to the

default values in table 1.
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Figure 8. Figure shows the effects of asperity’s frictional properties, size, and critical slip dis-

tance changes on the synchronization. The horizontal and vertical axes are the earthquake cycle

and the normalized failure time differences between adjacent asperities. The effects of a change in

the asperity’s direct velocity effect parameter aasp, critical slip distance dc, and asperity length

Lasp are plotted vertically for aging and state laws, respectively. The failure time differences be-

tween right-middle and left-middle asperities are plotted with solid and dashed lines. Changes in

parameters are plotted with different colors, given in the legends. The synchronized and complex

setups are also distinguished by their line transparency to improve readability. Also, in the inset

figures, the barrier’s frictional property is set to abar − b = 0.005 to visualize the effect of the

barrier’s strength. Unless otherwise stated, the default parameters are in table 1.
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Figure 9. The plot shows how fast the faults are synchronized with changing certain param-

eters. The so-called convergence rates (β1 of fitted deviance) are plotted on the top. The middle

row shows the converged values, defined by the failure time differences in percentage between two

successive large earthquakes of adjacent faults normalized by mean recurrence time. The lower

row is the converged cycle defined, after which cycle faults synchronize.

Next, we order the convergences in Figure 9. The parameters that are sensitive to263

synchronization are grouped (the horizontal axes of Figure 9), and the results are com-264

pared for the β1 parameter, the convergence value, and the converged cycle (the verti-265

cal axes of Figure 9). According to the exponential model, the convergence is faster and266

more stable for negative values of β1 because it deviates less from the fitted model to267

residuals. The smaller converged value means the failure time difference is shorter, and268

lower converged cycles indicate a quicker synchronization. Figure 9 demonstrates that269

the slip law sustains a better synchronization than the aging law. The mean converged270

values (the difference between the full ruptures on the adjacent asperities) are similar271

for both laws unless the barrier is extremely large or strong (Lbar = 20km, abar−b =272

0.005). The first column in Figure 9 demonstrates that lower barriers lead to faster syn-273

chronization, closer failure times, and higher deviations due to the strong coupling be-274

tween asperities. Increasing critical slip dc = 8mm and dc = 16mm does not change275

the convergence, but a further increase to dc = 24mm leads to higher deviations. This276

deviation is not because dc is a sensitive parameter to synchronization but because in-277

creasing dc increases the nucleation half-length (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008) for nucleation278

of a slip event. For dc = 24mm, slip events can nucleate closer to the asperity center279

rather than its VS-VW transition. The weaker barrier (abar−b) generally sustains bet-280

ter synchronization. The aging law shows a better synchronization for larger aasp, which281

leads to a weaker triggering potential. On the other hand, the slip law shows less sig-282

nificance in its synchronization rate to the asperity’s frictional because of its smaller frac-283

ture energy.284
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3.3 The role of static triggering285

Figure 10 displays the five full rupture events on the middle asperity and their prop-286

agation over time. The state laws differ significantly during co-seismic ruptures but re-287

semble each other in the post-seismic phase. The aging law’s instantaneous stress increase288

on the barrier is twice the slip law’s. Hence, the after-slip duration and peak slip val-289

ues are larger, so the significant stress can reach the neighbor asperity for the aging law.290

If the barrier is short enough, the co-seismic rupture can propagate through the barrier291

and increase the stress level significantly at the asperity edge, so-called static stress trig-292

gering. Suppose the stress levels or slip deficits are close to each other. In that case, the293

rupture on one asperity can lead to another full rupture at the neighbor asperity, which294

we call synchronization. Otherwise, the static triggering leads to an immature event that295

can not fully rupture, generating further stress heterogeneity between the asperities. Here,296

the slip law is more inclined to synchronization because it can rupture with smaller frac-297

ture energy (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008). Even though two asperities have different slip298

deficits, an immature rupture can continue rupturing with smaller slip values, still able299

to equalize the stress balance.300

To further emphasize our conclusion that static stress transfer leads to complex fail-301

ures, the snapshots of slip propagation for complex and synchronized fault zones are shown302

in figure 11. Three successive slip events on the middle asperity and after-slips at the303

surrounding barriers are shown. The figure shows that three successive co-seismic rup-304

ture propagation are considerably similar, regardless of fault zone is synchronized or not.305

However, synchronized fault zones show remarkably smaller slip propagation, thus weaker306

triggering effects, justifying our conclusion that static stress transfer leads to complex307

failures.308
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Figure 10. 5 full successive ruptures and post-seismic propagation of middle asperity are plot-

ted. The default parameters in table 1 are used, except abar − b = 0.003. On the left and right,

the propagation on the barrier is plotted with colored lines that define the time and state law,

given in the color bar. The propagation on the middle asperity is plotted in the middle subplots

with 5-second intervals. Rupture times are written in the middle plot for each state law with the

color code defined in the color bar.
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Figure 11. The stress propagation of complex and synchronized simulations are plotted for

full ruptures on the middle asperity and continuation on the left and right barrier. The plotted

waves correspond to the highest amplitudes of the first-fourth ruptures on the middle asperity

and 5km away from it. The parameters for simulation are written on the first sub-plot (upper-

left) and plotted with a color code for the synchronization status given in the legend. Complex

and synchronized status simulations correspond to the abar − b values given in the first column for

aging and slip laws.

3.4 Indicator of synchronization and predictability of large earthquakes309

Many scenarios generated synchronized, complex, and independent fault zones that310

can mimic characteristic earthquakes along major strike-slip fault zones like NAF. The311

simulation results show that the synchronized or independent fault zones exhibit higher312

velocities. Therefore, we plotted the clustered fault zones as peak velocities (PV) and313

concerning other observable in Figure 12. According to the results, fault zones with higher314

rupture lengths, shorter duration, and faster wave speeds are valuable indicators for large315

earthquakes’ predictability. Besides, fault zones exhibiting shorter pre and post-seismic316

duration and length are more predictable. Also, the predictable earthquakes exhibit less317

co-seismic stress drop than the complex fault zones. On the other hand, the predictabil-318

ity is unrelated to the magnitude and maximum observed slip. The complex fault zones319

show a partial rupture ratio close to 1 (the rate between partial and full ruptures) due320

to the triggering of neighbor asperity, which leads to immature ruptures.321
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Figure 12. Peak Velocity (slip rate) [m/s] vs. Distribution stats of slip event

4 Discussion on results322

We analyzed the spontaneous failure times of initially heterogeneous three verti-323

cal strong velocity weakening (VW) asperities separated by velocity strengthening (VS)324

barriers within the rate and state friction (RSF) framework. Our 2.5D numerical setup325

is designed for investigating the fault segments’ synchrony along the North Anatolian326

Fault (NAF) Zone (Şengör et al., 2005). Still, the results will also shed light on other327

major fault zones. We extended previous studies using RSF (Wei et al., 2018; Shi et al.,328

2022) by considering different state laws, namely aging and slip laws (Dieterich, 1979;329

Ruina, 1983). The simplified inertial effect, the so-called quasi-dynamic (QD) method,330

was used in numerical simulations (Rice, 1993). Still, fully-dynamic (FD) effects with331

wave-mediated stress transfer were tested (Lapusta et al., 2000), in supplementary fig-332

ures 1 and 2, which indicate despite the FD affects the co-seismic wave propagation sig-333

nificantly, FD has an insignificant effect on the synchronization. Therefore, we leave a334

detailed discussion on the FD effects on a later study.335

We investigated the mechanisms of reciprocal earthquake triggering and synchro-336

nization. We applied analyses to determine fault synchronization’s sensitive and insen-337

sitive parameters to reveal its possible mechanism. Examining the large data generated338

by the simulations led us to identify fault synchronization indicators that are observable339

in nature. This has important implications for understanding the predictability of large340

earthquakes, especially in major fault zones with limited reliable data like NAF due to341

long recurrence periods. Finally, this study aims to provide insights into the future seis-342

mic risks along NAF.343
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4.1 State laws344

The simulation results reveal distinct dynamics for the aging and slip law. It is worth345

noting that the outcomes of numerical models with RSF depend on how well the grid346

points are resolved (Lambert & Lapusta, 2021). At least 9 or 12 grid points per the nu-347

cleation zone length Λ0 are used (Equation 2) (Dieterich, 1992). The resolution is suf-348

ficient for the Aging law with the quasi-dynamic approximation (Lambert & Lapusta,349

2021). Still, slip law requires denser grid points and necessitates indeed more computa-350

tional resources (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008). However, we did not observe independently351

failing grids due to the coarse resolution with the slip law thanks to its weaker fracture352

energy, which tends to slip fully and thus reasonably generate robust solutions for the353

synchronization problem.354

According to laboratory studies, aging law fails to fit large slip rates, while slip law355

performs better (Nakatani, 2001; Bhattacharya et al., 2015). Moreover, the Slip law pro-356

motes better transient triggering than the aging law due to its stronger weakening rate,357

but they show similar static triggering effects (Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). A significant di-358

vergence in the co-seismic dynamics emerges for both laws, but both laws resemble each359

other at the VS barrier (Figures 11, 10). Since we observed that the synchronization mech-360

anism is mainly controlled by the barrier’s strength or frictional properties, the choice361

of the state law did not change our conclusion. So, despite the differences between ag-362

ing and slip laws, our observations regarding fault synchronization and the role of bar-363

rier properties remained consistent across the two state laws. This adds robustness to364

our conclusions and further supports the significance of barrier strength in fault synchro-365

nization dynamics.366

4.2 Triggering and Synchronization367

We observed two kinds of static triggering in our simulations. For the first kind,368

the coseismic slip can propagate through the VS zone to the neighbor VW asperity, or369

it nucleates within the VW zone but can not propagate and arrest within the VW zone,370

as a result changing the stress level in the vicinity (Gomberg et al., 1998). This happens371

if the barrier can not fully stop the afterslip propagation within its domain depending372

on the amount of load and, most importantly, its strength and size. Or the triggered im-373

mature event can not propagate future. The barrier can yield the loaded stress in the374

VS domain in the second static triggering mechanism, temporarily increasing the creep375

speed. The latter can lead to synchronization, while the first generally generated com-376

plex failure times in our results, unlike the results suggested by (Wei & Shi, 2021; Shi377

et al., 2022). These contradicting conclusions with similar studies can be due to their378

milder simulation setup, which shows how the rupture dynamics can drastically change379

the results. Figures 6 and 7 of (Wei & Shi, 2021) show the creep can penetrate through380

the asperity, and the earthquake nucleates close to the asperity center. Such creep pen-381

etration accounts for a setup in which the nucleation phase requires a larger slip directly382

related to dc and a/b parameters, supposed that the seismogenic width is large enough383

(Cattania, 2019). In our simulation setup, the earthquakes generally nucleate at the as-384

perity edges and propagate unilaterally as a self-healing pulse along the VW asperity,385

diverging from their dynamics. More to the point, such large nucleation zones with the386

higher dc were discussed as non-physical (Rubin & Ampuero, 2005); since then, the nu-387

cleation process should have been detectable from the earth’s surface. Therefore, we sug-388

gest static triggering leads to asynchronous failure times, justifying (Scholz, 2010).389

Through temporary changes in stress due to waves passing by and under certain390

conditions, the external perturbations can lead to a self-acceleration of the locked patch391

(Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). The slip law’s sensitivity to an external perturbation is higher392

than the aging law’s due to its stronger weakening term (Nakatani, 2001; Sopacı, 2023).393

Nonetheless, the static triggering effects are several times higher than the transient ef-394
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fects (Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). Since the simulations started with initially heterogeneous395

stress, we do not think the transient effects are responsible for driving the segments into396

synchrony; instead, it is the afterslip propagation.397

4.3 Sensitive parameters398

Our results suggest strong barriers can dampen the after-slip propagation; as a re-399

sult, the stress transfer occurs aseismically and sustains synchronization, whereas weak400

barriers allow triggered immature small events and lead to more variable-sized and com-401

plex failure distribution. The σn(a−b) parameter of the barrier mainly controls the bar-402

rier’s strength. The length of the barrier is not directly related to the barrier’s strength,403

but the longer it is, the less the coseismic slips can reach the neighbor barrier and lead404

to immature earthquakes. More to the point, the inset subplots in figure 8 show how chang-405

ing the barrier’s strength changes the synchronization dependence on other parameters.406

In that sense, our sensitivity analyses diverge from the (Wei & Shi, 2021), stating that407

the barrier’s length is more important than its frictional properties.408

The simulation results in this study show that the synchronization depends am-409

biguously on the asperity parameters. The numerical earthquake triggering studies with410

RSF state that the direct velocity effect parameter controls the response to an external411

perturbation; thus, the smaller aasp, the more prone it is to be triggered. Sensitivity to412

aasp in figure 8 shows how asperity that is prone to triggering aasp = 0.005 can syn-413

chronize for strong barrier b− abar = 0.005 but shows complex failure with b− abar =414

0.003. Figure 8 also shows that the change in the asperity size shows insensitivity to syn-415

chronization. Our conclusion contradicts the idea that the asperity barrier ratio quan-416

tifies the barrier efficiency and controls the asperity synchronization process (Corbi et417

al., 2017; Kaneko et al., 2010). In this study, the three asperities with identical proper-418

ties dictate pulse-like ruptures that unilaterally propagate along the strike, assuming the419

slip is the same within a finite width W (Luo & Ampuero, 2018). The rupture styles,420

such as crack-like growth or slip pulses, can change the recurrence patterns from chaotic421

to quasi-periodic (Nie & Barbot, 2022). Also, the 3D complex fault structure may lead422

to more complex failure sequences closer to statistical power laws in nature (Yin et al.,423

2023), thus may show more sensitivity to asperity properties. However, our main con-424

clusion states that the barrier strength mainly controls the synchronization, and thus,425

the predictability of earthquakes would not change.426

Moreover, critical slip distance dc is used several times larger than the laboratory427

experiments for the sake of the computational burdens (Ampuero & Rubin, 2008; La-428

pusta et al., 2000). The value of dc also dictates the minimum nucleation length scales429

to generate seismic events (Dieterich, 1992; Rubin & Ampuero, 2005; Ampuero & Ru-430

bin, 2008). The values used in this study for dc do not alter the synchronization results.431

However, different rupture styles emerge for the upper values of dc, also affected by the432

constitutive parameters a and b, and effective normal stress, which can impact the com-433

plex failure time occurrences (Cattania, 2019), should be noted.434

4.4 Predictability Of Large Earthquakes435

Synthetic data generated by numerous scenarios fitting the NAF analogy reveal that436

the predictability of fault zones is correlated to the peak slip rate, after-slip propagation,437

and rupture speed. Predictable synchronized earthquakes generally exhibit relatively long438

silent periods and successive full ruptures resembling super-cycles. Super-cycles are gen-439

erally associated with subduction zones and thrust faults, showing quasi-periodic recur-440

rence intervals (Herrendörfer et al., 2015; Salditch et al., 2020). Even though not quite441

similar and quasi-regularly compared to subduction zones, the strike-slip fault zones show442

clustered and synchronized segments in time and space as observed along NAF (Şengör443

et al., 2005; Bouchon et al., 2021). The mature fault zones are generally less likely to pro-444
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duce smaller events and host pulse-like earthquake ruptures that can propagate through-445

out the seismogenic zone (Thakur & Huang, 2021; Lambert et al., 2021). Even though446

it has not been well established, the rupture speed and rupture type, i.e., crack growth447

or slip pulse, are interrelated (Huang & Ampuero, 2011). The synchronized fault zones448

in this study slip fully with faster propagation speed and higher peak slip rates, suggest-449

ing mature fault zones are likely to synchronize. Also, our results justify the importance450

of slow aseismic slip as a mechanism of large earthquake nucleation and triggering (Nie451

& Barbot, 2022; Bouchon et al., 2021; Nalbant et al., 2023). Identifying the creeping re-452

gions and tracking the aseismic motion are the keys to identifying future seismic risks.453

5 Implications On North Anatolian Fault Zone454

North Anatolian Fault Zone (NAF) is one of the most active strike-slip fault zones.455

The fault segments fail quasi-periodically with approximately 250-300 years of recurrence456

interval, exhibiting a super-cycle-like pattern; large earthquakes fail relatively quickly457

and proceed with a long seismic quiescence. This sequential failure pattern constitutes458

clusters, and discreteness appears between the clusters due to the failure time differences459

(Bulut & Doğru, 2021). The synchronized clusters became more regular after the sev-460

enteenth century, which was less clear before (Şengör et al., 2005). In the twentieth cen-461

tury, a new sequence of large earthquakes began with the MS7.9 Erzincan (1939) at the462

eastern edge of the NAF. It migrated towards the west following MS7.1 Niksar-Erba (1942),463

MS7.5-7.7 Tosya-Ladik (1943), MS7.4 Bolu-Gerede (1944) ruptures (Şengör et al., 2005)464

(see also Figure 1). Remarkably, the following earthquake nucleated near where the pre-465

ceding rupture stopped. The synchronization slowed down after the Bolu-Gerede seg-466

ment, where the NAF splits into two branches: the north branch that dives into the Mar-467

mara Sea, called the Main Marmara Fault Zone (MMF), and the south branch (Bulut468

& Doğru, 2021). The sequence continued with the 1955 and 1967 earthquakes along the469

southern branch, while the northern branch waited 55 years until the Mw7.6 Izmit rup-470

ture on 17.08.1999. Three months later, on 12.11.1999 Mw7.2 Duzce fault ruptured at471

the eastern edge of the Izmit rupture. This earthquake doublet was an example of a de-472

layed triggering, explained mostly by the conventional static stress transfer (Stein et al.,473

1997). The MMF segment lies on the western side of the Izmit segment, which is thought474

to be the last chain to complete the 1500 km-long cycle. Kumburgaz and Cinarcik sub-475

segments within MMF remain unbroken in this current situation and have been most476

likely loading for a M > 7 earthquake (Lange et al., 2019).477

The static stress transfer computations can reasonably indicate the elevated stress478

buildups but can not fully explain further triggering. For example, the Mw7.2 Duzce (12.11.1999)479

event does not correlate the mapped stress distribution with the previous events; instead,480

the maximum slip corresponds to the stress shadow of two adjacent M7.4 (1944, Bolu-481

Gerede) and Mw7.6 (1999, Izmit) ruptures and the hypocenter stands at the stress neu-482

tral region ∆τ ≈ 0 (King et al., 2001; Utkucu et al., 2003). The stress and frictional483

state heterogeneity and the effect of an an-elastic time-dependent process during the nu-484

cleation are proposed to explain this inconsistency (Bouchon et al., 2021; Lorenzo-Mart́ın485

et al., 2006; Pucci et al., 2007). Further, the Duzce rupture plane shows distinctly higher486

electric resistivity for the eastern where high slip occurred but had the stress shadow from487

previous ruptures. In contrast, the western part closer to the Mw7.6 Izmit rupture show-488

ing high-stress load has remarkably weaker resistance, interpreted as possibly a circu-489

lation of hydro-thermal fluids (Kaya et al., 2009). Supporting the idea, the lower nor-490

mal stress in the western part is proposed to inhibit the Izmit rupture propagation as491

a barrier and lead to the three-month delayed triggering (Pucci et al., 2007). Suppose492

faults consist of VW asperities embedded in a VS barrier-like environment. In that case,493

co-seismic slip can jump from one asperity to the other, mainly controlled by the VS en-494

vironment, as an alternative view to geometric complexity (Kaneko et al., 2010). There-495
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fore, we argue that frictional stress heterogeneity and after-slip propagation at the west-496

ern part of the Duzce fault better explain the inconsistency of the static stress transfer.497

The trench observations also suggest the Bolu-Gerede segment (1944, east to the498

Duzce segment) consists of multiple asperities. These asperities failed synchronously, at499

least for the previous four ruptures, generating regular quasi-periodic cycles with sim-500

ilar sizes (Kondo et al., 2010). Furthermore, recent INSAR observations suggest that five501

creeping segments along NAF correlate well with the nucleation and arrest of large earth-502

quakes (Liu & Wang, 2023). They are Izmit, Ismetpasa, and Destek creeping segments,503

which were also reported previously (Cakir et al., 2014), and two newly identified creep-504

ing segments: in the middle of the 1939 earthquake and the spatial gap between the 1939505

and Ms 6.8 Erzincan (1992) rupture to the east. Combined with the step-overs, these506

regions perhaps control the synchronized earthquakes along NAF. Let us investigate three507

remarkable possible barriers and discuss their roles.508

The Izmit segment was the final destination of the earthquake sequences, and re-509

cent observations suggest the western part of the Izmit segment is still creeping (Aslan510

et al., 2019). Besides, the 30 km Cinarcik releasing bend forms a depression that sep-511

arates the Izmit and Kumburgaz strike-slip segments, generating a large zone of (∼ 14512

km thick) fault complexity (Armijo et al., 2005; Pondard et al., 2007; Uçarkuş et al., 2011).513

According to our numerical simulations, barriers over 20km long generally prevent sig-514

nificant stress transfer, leading to more independent failures. This may provide a basis515

that two strike-slip fault segments (Izmit and Kumburgaz) did not fail synchronously516

due to the Cinarcik releasing bend acting as a barrier.517

A small break of the Cinarcik segment with normal fault mechanism is probably518

correlated to the MS6.3 1963 event, while larger M∼7 1894 is to the southern branch of519

NAF in Marmara according to the sea floor investigation (Armijo et al., 2005). There-520

fore, the Cinarcik segment can be considered overdue; the last rupture beneath Marmara,521

possibly including the Cinarcik segment, was either in 1766 or 1754 (Pondard et al., 2007).522

Figure 13. The Map (a) shows the synchronized segments along NAF in different color codes.

The segment boundaries are highlighted with a black frame on map (a) and plotted on a larger

scale in b-d.
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However, there is still no satisfying proof during which earthquake the Cinarcik segment523

ruptured. On the western side, the Mw7.4 1912 Ganos earthquake is suggested to con-524

tinue to the Central Marmara basin and stop similar to the Izmit earthquake that stopped525

at the Cinarcik releasing bend (Aksoy et al., 2010). In this respect, Kumburgaz and Cinar-526

cik segments display slip deficits that can rupture during the next earthquake (Lange527

et al., 2019).528

Recently, a moderate earthquake (Mw5.9 29.09.2019) occurred along a secondary529

fault near the Central Marmara Basin at the western tip of the Kumburgaz segment. It530

sparked a debate about whether it could trigger the expected large Marmara earthquake531

(Karabulut et al., 2021). According to our numerical investigations, the moderate event532

was not strong enough to trigger a large earthquake however, it could potentially advance533

the failure time (Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). However, the most important question still re-534

mains: where will the next earthquake nucleate, and what will be its extent?535

According to our results, the two adjacent segments act as synchronized for a few536

cycles due to triggering and stress interaction, but this synchronization can be tempo-537

rary (Figures 7 and 8). This result suggests that a failure of Kumburgaz and Cinarcik538

segments in one single earthquake is possible if two segments are considered overdue (Bohnhoff539

et al., 2013; Lange et al., 2019). In that scenario, once an earthquake is nucleated within540

the Kumburgaz or Cinarcik segment, wave propagation can trigger the other earthquake541

instantaneously (Sopacı & Özacar, 2023). On the other hand, two large segments can542

fail with a delayed time, possibly similar to 1776 and 1754 events (Parsons, 2004; Pon-543

dard et al., 2007). The Cinarcik segment is likely weaker with a shorter recurrence in-544

terval due to active normal faulting in comparison to the adjacent strike-slip segments545

(Kumburgaz and Izmit), which complicates the long-term failure times of NAF and is546

one of the main reasons why synchronization slows down (Bulut & Doğru, 2021).547

Historical earthquakes exhibit the west migrating synchronization rate slowed down548

after the Bolu segment (1944 rupture) (Bulut & Doğru, 2021), where NAF splits into549

north and south branches constituting a 10-15 kilometer width step-over with remark-550

able stress transfer appeared to be between the branches (Lettis, 2003). According to551

our results, the stress transfer in such distances can affect the synchronization depend-552

ing on the barrier’s frictional properties. Many of our results suggest that the static stress553

transfer breaks the synchronization pattern due to leading immature earthquakes. More554

to the point, the difference in the slip distribution of the Duzce (Mw7.2, 12.111999) rup-555

ture can originate from the mechanical interaction between the Duzce and Izmit segments556

joint (Pucci et al., 2007), further complicating the failure times.557

The MS7.8 Erzincan (1939) earthquake started a series of large earthquakes (1942,558

1943, 1944), nucleated at the eastern edge of the Erzincan fault, and propagated unilat-559

erally approximately 250 km to the west. Instead of following the main path of NAF,560

it propagated along the Ezine Pazari fault, the southern branch of the Niksar pull-apart561

region, about 75 km (Cakir et al., 2014). The observed slip values were comparably low562

at the Niksar pull-apart region, and possibly, it acted as a barrier (Cakir et al., 2014; Zabci563

et al., 2011). However, the previous 1668 earthquake MS 8 is thought to have broken564

the whole segments, jumping over the 10km length step over including the Erzincan fault565

(1939-1944 ruptures in the twentieth century) after a large seismic gap, (Şengör et al.,566

2005). The recent cycle did not break the whole segments as in the seventieth century567

and broke sequentially was explained by the rupture propagation driven by the geomet-568

rical frictional differences (Cakir et al., 2014). In 1939, once the rupture could not jump569

the 10 km length step over due to the higher stress level along the Ezine Pazari, it led570

to a stress shadow onto the Erbaa-Niksar segment, leading to 3 years of delay. There-571

fore, it can lead to a larger earthquake as in 1668 for the next cycle (Cakir et al., 2014),572

showing the significance of the barrier’s frictional and geometric structures for the seis-573

mic risk assessments.574
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6 Conclusion575

Motivated by the synchronized historical pattern along the North Anatolian Fault576

(NAF) Zone, we investigated the fault synchronization on a 2.5D physics-based asperity-577

barrier model in the rate and state friction (RSF) framework. The simulations started578

with initially heterogeneous conditions, and after several spontaneous ruptures with var-579

ious scenarios, we investigated the conditions that the fault zone can adequately equal-580

ize the stress levels between the segments, leading to synchronization. Results reveal that581

static stress transfer can lead to immature triggered events, so the slip deficit or stress582

heterogeneity remains, leading to complex failure times. On the other hand, the strength583

and size of the aseismic zones control the synchronization process. Thus, determining584

the aseismic zones and examining their slow and silent dynamics have the uppermost im-585

portance for the predictability of large events. The asperity size did not show significance586

in synchronization in our study. However, it should be noted that the rupture style af-587

fects long-term synchronization patterns, which depend on the constitutive RSF param-588

eters and the asperity size relative to nucleation length scales within the RSF framework.589

The different rupturing styles can account for why similar studies suggested that the bar-590

rier efficiency depends on the asperity size, while we suggested the opposite. Our sim-591

ulation setup fits the mature fault zone with characteristic and quasi-periodic failures592

along earthquakes that nucleate at the transition zones and rupture unilaterally as slip-593

pulses, mimicking NAF. Even though the simulation setup is too simple for NAF, the594

results can explain the synchronized clusters along it, where the synchronization rates595

slow down, and where they behave independently.596
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1. Text S1

2. Figures S1 to S2

S1. Full Inertial Effects on Synchronization We checked the effect of the wave

mediated stress transfer on the synchronization by applying the dynamic kernel in equa-

tion 7 of the manuscript (Lapusta et al., 2000). The effective normal stress σn and the

constitutive parameters a− basp are set to 70 MPa and -0.005 rather than the parameters

given in table 1. First, we checked a two asperity setup with the same homogeneous

initial conditions for the sake of comparison. Figure S1 shows dynamic term leads to a

faster wave propagation than the quasi-dynamic approximation in the main manuscript.

However, the final values do not differ significantly.

The three asperity model as in figure 2 (main manuscript) but again simplifying σn =

70MPa and a − basp = −0.005 in figure S2 shows that results do not differ after a few
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cycle but than it starts deviating. The deviation can both account for the dynamic

differences between QD and FD and accumulation of small errors. We did not investigate

the influence of error accumulation due to the both grid resolution and time stepping, left

for a further study. Nonetheless, the additional dynamic term did not lead to a better

synchronization, but it leads to even more deviations in failure times as in figure S2
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Figure S1. The wave propagation difference between full-dynamic, and quasi-dynamic

simulations. The frames are plotted every 2 seconds for a two-asperity model. The color

code for plots are given in the legend
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Figure S2. Plots show the difference between FD and QD. The time series of stress are

given on upper subplots. The slip profiles for qd (left) and fd (right) are given in below

figures.
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